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It is surprising to see that the single track road which passes over the canal at
Coates bridge forms part of two different bus routes. Although both the
services are sparse at best, never the less, buses continue to use this narrow
road. In order to travel over the bridge buses have to stop and drivers raise
the body using the air suspension to gain enough clearance. Once over the
bridge the bus has to stop to lower the suspension. In the photo below two
men in hi-viz jackets try to collect tolls, but the driver was having none of it and
sped off! Photographs by Malcolm Slater



Welcome to the February 2020 issue of
your PCAS magazine. 2020 is the start
of our fifty first year. Work should be
starting very soon to restore Sandhill
Lock to full working order. Sandhill is
perhaps the lock that has deteriorated
the most on the canal. It is looking like
it will be another very busy and
productive year for the society.
Enclosed with this issue are the details
about our forthcoming AGM which will
be held on the 29th April in Melbourne
village hall.  A section of the canal was
closed back in August 2019, however
this was soon lifted after several days
of rain. As I pen this editorial the lower
reaches of the canal have just a little too
much water! This is the fifth D9
magazine that I have had the pleasure
of editing for the society. One of the
most prized possessions in my armoury
is the large collection of printed material
and  photographs gathered together by
the late Sheila Nix MBE. Without them
the material we produce would be very
thin indeed. If you have any material or
images of the canal which you have
taken, please consider donating them
to PCAS so  our archives are constantly
updated.
Malcolm Slater
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Front Cover:  Several onlookers and a lone fisherman watch as the boat Tongba leaves
Gardham lock on the 15th August 2019.
Photograph Malcolm Slater
Rear Cover: Leaving the canal on the 9th August was the boat Above Bored that had just
passed under Baldwins bridge.
Photograph by Malcolm Slater

Editorial

Opinions expressed in this magazine is not necessarily those of the Pocklington Canal Amenity Society, its
Chairman or Committee.

Copy Date June 2020 Issue
Closing date for articles etc for the June 2020 issue
is the 8th May 2020.
Submissions received after this date may be held
over until the next available issue.

Double Nine is published in
February - June - October

by the
Pocklington Canal Amenity Society
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The Chairman’s Column
It seems no time since I last wrote a Chairmans Column. It may be because of
the intervention of Christmas that time seems to have passed so quickly; or it
may be due to my age! Whatever the reason, it is time for me to put pen to
paper again.

Since last writing, the only major event has been the customary
pre- Christmas lunch held on the last Sunday of November at the Oaks Golf
Club. It was as usual, a well attended, profitable and enjoyable event. Debbie
Smith has further events planned for 2020 including an Easter Egg Trail on
Easter Sunday, a Summer Fair in July and a Pie & Pea supper with talk for
later in the year. There is also our AGM in April.

Working Parties

Richard Harker continues to lead regular working parties. Although we do not
have a major project at the moment, the group is finding plenty of work
catching up on various maintenance jobs. Before the onset of winter, there
was weed cutting with the society’s specialised weed cutting boat,Sheila Nix.
That, of course, is a job that is never finished!

It was intended that our working party group would make a start on Sandhill
Lock in the autumn by installing the temporary bywash. However, the
inevitable paperwork got in the way, and it is now intended to do this in the
Spring when the weather is better, and the site less muddy. The
postponement should not affect the overall programme.

Sandhill Lock

Since the last edition of Double Nine, we have appointed the consultants Alan
Wood and Partners to be our Principal Designer. It is a requirement of the
(Construction Design and Management) Regulation 2015 that a competent
person is appointed to fulfil this role. These consultants were also going to
advise us on matters concerning the CDM Regulations more generally. By
good fortune, as a result of reading the last edition of Double Nine, we now
have a volunteer who will guide us through all the Health & Safety issues
associated with the project. He is David Gibson, who attended some working
parties in the early years of the society, and has since had a career that has
included managing Health and Safety on work sites. David has already
proved very useful to us, and we are lucky to have his services.

Complying with CDM Regulations is proving an onerous matter and we have
had many meetings with CRT over this. Although the way forward is
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becoming clearer, it has been the need to comply with these regulations that
has held up the start of work at Sandhill Lock. Hopefully serious work will start
in the Spring, and we will be able to take full advantage of the Summer
months.

Sandhill Lock Appeal

Money continues to come in for the Sandhill Lock Appeal from various
sources. Tim Charlson is always on the look out for grants that we can apply
for. Recently we did well with a Crowd Funding scheme organised by the
Aviva Community Fund. We also received two substantial donations from
individual members. Although the cost of the project is likely to exceed the
original estimate of £150,000, I am confident that the necessary funds will be
raised in time for completion of the project in 2023 at the latest.

Landings at No8 Swingbridge

It was intended that our Bicentenary Project would include the provision of
landings at No8 Swingbridge. This is the swingbridge that gives access to the
village of Bielby. Installing these landings was always going to be a difficult
task due to tree roots and poor access to the off side of the canal, where the
landings need to be. This part of the project was initially deferred whilst we
considered the best solution. Our conclusion was that the most practical thing
to do was to install very short landings which would be adequate to put
someone ashore, but not really long enough to tie up a boat.

To our surprise, the Canal & River Trust, have included an item in their
forward programme of works for the installation of landing stages at this
location. These would be boat - length and cost considerably more than the
society was planning to spend on them. It is probable that CRT will not be able
to fund these landings for two or three years, so they may not be installed for a
while. Our current thinking is that we should save our own funds and wait for
CRT to take on the job.

New Horizons

The task of handling the bookings and arranging the crews for our tripboat,
New Horizons, has been handled for the last eight years by Bob Ellis. It is
estimated that over this period, the operation has raised £82,00 for the
society. This is a very significant proportion of the society’s income and could
be said to be the backbone of our fundraising. Bob has decided that it is time
to hand over the task to someone else. We are very fortunate that
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Steve Ashby has taken over the the job, which I am sure that he will do with
similar efficiency.

And finally..
I would like to thank all our volunteers whether they are committee members,
working party members, boat crew or fund raisers for all the time that they put
into our project of restoring the Pocklington Canal. Over the years that I have
been chairman of the society I have seen periods of rapid progress and
periods when very little has happened. Currently, I would say that progress
towards our ultimate goal of full restoration of the whole of the Pocklington
Canal is very encouraging. There is still plenty of expensive and time
consuming work to do, but we will not be defeated and to get the project
completed seems to be there. Eventually it will be done.

Paul Waddington

New Horizons
I mentioned in my last report that Bob Ellis is handing over the job of looking
after booking and crewing our trip boat. Elsewhere in this issue, he has
reported on what we have achieved during the season. ( See page 13) Steve
Ashby is taking over from Bob and has already received some bookings for
long trips during the new season. Steve is one of our skippers on
New Horizons and is already well known to most of our crew. Don’t be
alarmed if he suddenly points out a bird that you might not have spotted!

I used to put photos on our website (with permission) to encourage future
visitors, but we have to be more careful now that GDPR is in force. There is
nothing to stop visitors from posting their own photos on our Facebook page.
Please encourage them to do this, even if you are not a Facebook user
yourself. Every extra booking helps support restoration.

Members of PCAS are always welcome to volunteer and it would help to
have a couple more members who would like to try their hands at crewing.
Please give me a ring if you would like to find out more.

After sitting for a few months under the trees at Melbourne, New Horizons is
in need of a thorough clean before the start of the season. Steve will be in
touch with all crew soon, asking for help. Hopefully everything will be spick
and span, and ready for our first outing on Sunday 5 April.

Alistair Anderson
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Thoughts from your Membership Secretary

Membership

  Individual      £15                 £150

                                     Family           £20                 £200

Please send all new memberships & renewals to the membership secretary:
Roger Bromley, 40 The Dales, Castle Park, Cottingham, Hull, HU16 5JS.

Please notify the membership secretary if you change your address.

Annual Life

When PCAS started over 50 years ago, memberships all ran for the calendar
year making it easy for people to remember January 1st as their renewal date.
As time went on we encountered difficulties with people joining during the
year. Do they pay in full, a half or a percentage of the year remaining?
So we changed membership to run for 12 months from the date of joining. So
far so good!

This of course caused more problems elsewhere. Not only did the member
have to remember an insignificant date but the Membership Secretary was
forever checking to see who was due and when. We again made a change for
new members making all memberships run from the first of a month which at
least reduced the workload.

The best method by far for renewal is to set up a standing order. This has to
be done by the member and is always under their control. Without a standing
order PCAS has to remind the member, often send a second reminder, finally
a third reminder, this time asking for notification if the member is not going to
renew. These three reminders often still result in silence!

PLEASE if you have received email or postal reminders, consider setting up
a standing order. Bank details are in the magazine, on the website or available
from me. If you want to know when your subs are due this will be in your
reminder email or again, drop me an email and I will give you the details.
Without you doing this we have to continue with the situation described above
which is very time consuming. Your help would be very much appreciated.

Roger Bromley

Membership Secretary
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Work Party Report February 2019
Due to us being in, what can only be termed, “the rainy season”, unfortunately
we have not accomplished as much we would have liked.

We did manage to put four of the work party through a strimmer/brushcutter
course to complement the previous mower training and can thus now keep the
place tidy without excessive paperwork.

Where the rainy days weren’t too bad we took the opportunity of giving Canal
Head & Melbourne stores a good clean out. We also fitted in the installation of
four bicycle stands next to the information centre.

The offside lower gate at Coates lock was re-aligned but it was realised that
the gates are actually warped due to having been left unused for so long, and
further thought is needed as to how to get them to seal properly. Walbut lock
lower gate paddles, being “timber on timber” and difficult to open when the
lock was full, were removed and CRT engineers fitted “Teflon” strips to the
face edges to ease this.

The Sheila Nix cutting bed was removed at the end of the season as usual. It
is now on chocks at Melbourne undergoing refurbishment. The “slat bed”
chains are being strengthened in way of the link rivets, which have proved to
be their weakest point.

The Sandhill lock by-wash that was due to be installed in early December has
had to be postponed, partly due to the very wet ground conditions and a
hiccup in CRT paperwork. This will now form part of the complete lock repair
early in 2020.

So, all in all not a very productive quarter but thanks as usual to those who
have persevered despite the adverse weather. We look forward to starting
Sandhill lock resurrection in the spring.

Richard Harker
Working Party Organiser
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Working Party  photographs

Above left: The PCAS working parties have been busy installing an extra post at
Coates Lock. An extra post has been installed because cars had been able to
squeeze through and park on the grass alongside the lock chamber!
Above right: CRT have installed new signage at Thornton and Walbut locks.
Below: In an effort to stop previous landing stage materials ending up in the
canal experiments are being conducted with different types of finish to find an
effective replacement. Photograph Richard Harker
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A day with the PCAS working Party
Compiled by Malcolm Slater

On Tuesday 7th January I went out with the PCAS working party, to see and record the
many and varied tasks tackled by Richard and his team of volunteers.

Above: Now in its winter guise as a work boat, the Sheila Nix heads up the
canal with the PCAS “clean- up team”. The task in hand was to clear the
plastic and other materials that had been retrieved from the siphon that
passes under the canal between Thornton and Walbut Locks. Below.  Another
maintenance team was also hard at work on the same day repairing the canal
bank above Walbut Lock.
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A day with the PCAS working party

Above: The PCAS team hard at work retrieving discarded material which had
found its way into the Pocklington Beck. A large dump bag had been filled at
the end of the day.
Below: The Siphon where the Pocklington Beck passes under the canal.
The canal can be seen in the background.
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 Before

The Pocklington Beck passes from one side of the canal to the other via a
siphon. The principal is simply science at work; water pressure on one side
forces it up at the other via a brick culvert under the canal. The photograph
above shows the waste that had built up within the siphon arch.

The following week the team were back again to clear this up.
After



New Horizons Season
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2019 was, yet again, another successful and “profitable” year for the trip boat.

2373 passengers enjoyed a trip on the canal and generously donated over
£9,500 (including the value of gift aid) to the Society’s restoration projects.
These donations are used for the maintenance & restoration of the canal as
an amenity for all to enjoy.

So,on to 2020 and the Society’s standard 30 minute “taster trips” will
commence on Sunday 5th April and then every Sunday & Bank Holiday until
8th October inclusive. The trips run from 12 noon until 4.15pm approximately,
departing from the Melbourne Arm. No booking is required for these trips but
please be aware that you may have to queue at busy times.

Our dedicated & experienced crew volunteers are ready to welcome visitors,
old and new, to enjoy this beautiful unspoilt canal. Many visitors are lucky
enough to spot the kingfishers which live along the canal as well as swans
and their cygnets, Herons, Curlew, Lapwing, Reed Buntings, Swallows (which
nest under the swing bridges), Oyster Catchers, Buzzards, Red Kites and
many many others. The canal is also renowned for the 15 species of
dragonflies and damselflies which can often be spotted as the boat travels
along. The Pocklington Canal forms part of an area of national and
international importance for wildlife. The canal itself has natural banking used
by water voles, and has far more aquatic plants than most other canals.

Over recent years more & more people and groups have taken to booking
New Horizons for longer trips (anything from 2 to 6 hours). Private/exclusive
bookings are available for any day of the week (except Sundays & Bank
Holidays) for up to a maximum of 12 passengers (including children/babies in
arms). Dogs are also welcome as long as well behaved and under control
(max two). Our most popular trips are generally around 2¾ to 3½ hours in
length including what we call the “lock experience” and time for a picnic. We
provide all the tea/coffee and customers are welcome to bring refreshments of
their own.

In addition, there will also be the opportunity for individuals, couple and small
groups (generally up to 4), who don’t want an exclusive booking to partake in
a longer trip.
Two of these “open trips” are available in 2020 and will include the “Lock
Experience”. These are return trips departing from the Melbourne Arm on
Saturdays on the following dates:
Saturday 23rd May to Gardham Lock 2¾ - 3hrs approx. Departing from
Melbourne 10.30 am.

A New Season Starts on the Pocklington Canal
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A New Season Starts on the Pocklington Canal
Saturday 26th September to Walbut Lock 2¾ - 3hrs departing from the
Melbourne Arm at 11am

Booking is essential and places will be allocated on a first come first served
basis.

If you (or any friends, neighbours, family etc.) would like further details or are
interested in more information please contact Steve Ashby on
book.newhorizons@gmail.com or 01904 489593. Alternatively visit our
website www.pocklingtoncanalsociety.org

Bob Ellis
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Above: The PCAS workhorse New Horizons exits the Melbourne Arm on the
1st June 2019. The boat was being used for crew training exercises.
Below: With the historic Church Bridge seen in the background New Horizons
heads towards Thornton lock, with another trip one of many that the boat
made in 2019. Just Chillin can be seen bringing up the rear.
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Canal Closure 29th August 2019

The canal was closed between Thornton Lock and Bridge 8 on the
29th August 2019 due to the lack of water. Unfortunately this coincided with our
50th Anniversary Boat Rally! The water that feeds into the canal comes down
from the Yorkshire Wolds.
The canal reopened again in early September.
Photographs by Tim Charlson.
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“Water, water everywhere!”

A view of the canal taken by our eye in the sky. As can be clearly seen it was
still raining when this picture was taken.
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Hagg Bridge Closure February - July 2020

A look back though the PCAS archives revealed two images both taken on
the 8th May 1977 when Hagg Bridge last received major attention.
Several local farmers installed a temporary road bridge, enabling the road to
remain open. A small toll was charged in order for motorists to cross.
Photographs from the Sheila Nix MBE archive

On the 3rd February Hagg Bridge, a grade II listed structure upon which the
B1228 York to Howden road crosses the canal, will be closed for major
renovations which are expected to last until August. For many months the
bridge has been used by traffic controlled by temporary traffic lights. It is
intended to retain the traffic lights.
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 Above: Temporary barriers have been put in place after an accident which
happened in early 2019 in which the wooden fence was destroyed.
Below: Traffic lights have been taking care of the one way system. Concrete
“jersey” barriers offer protection to the traffic crossing the bridge.

Hagg Bridge Closure February - July 2020
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PCAS Annual Lunch 2019
The PCAS Annual Lunch took place on the 24th November at the Oaks Golf
Club, Aughton. The Annual Lunch is always a very well attended event; miss it
and you will miss out!
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PCAS Annual Lunch 2019
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Boats trading between Malton and the new canal would also be able to enter
the channel unrestricted by the tides. Leather considered that with the Derwent
lock in place “it would only require three other small rise Locks, of from 4 to 6
feet each” between the canal entrance and Walbut Mill, as the valley north of
The Beck “on the Melburn side of the valley” which would take the canal “ out
of the Derwent about East Cottingwith”, although in October 1883 he was still
obliged to mark both routes in pencil on a plan sent to Fitzwilliam.

Illness delayed Leather, but when the survey was resumed he that although the
ground was good between Wheldrake Bridge on the Derwent and the Hagg
Bridge road (modern B1228), beyond that it became less favourable, particularly
after the “Foss Beck” (Blackfoss Beck, below Gardham Lock) was crossed. In
his final report, delivered in 1814, he stated that the area (part of the Earl of
Egremont’s estate) was a complete bog, which continues in the low ground
nearly up to the Walbut road. And if we go to the high ground, there is nothing
but quicksand, which is the worse of the two. Because the lower course was
level, the canal would need to be cut entirely through bad ground, and “the sides
Require to be laid very flat, in order to make them stand”. Deep cuttings and
clay puddling to waterproof the channel would be needed, while there was no
soil locally stable enough to form embankments at the head of each lock. Suitable
soil and clay for puddling would need to be brought in at great expense.
Leather therefore proposed his preferred alternative with an entrance opposite
the Ferry House (later Ferry Boat Inn)”. This line would briefly follow “The Cut”
(an old arm or truncated former course of the Derwent), before skirting slightly
higher ground along the south side of the Beck’s valley from Storwood to
Melbourne.

Planning and Building the Pocklington Canal
Continued from magazine No 115,

By Trevor Brigham

1814 plan Cottingwith.
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Planning and Building the Pocklington Canal
He still pressed Fitzwilliam for a tidal lock on the Derwent “about a mile and a
quarter below Cottingwith Ferry”. The ferry itself, established at least as early
as the 17th century would be displaced by the construction of the canal,
moving some distance south of its original location at the end of the lane next
to the Ferry House Inn. Leather’s completed survey plans and sections
showing the fall in the canal through various locks were engraved on copper
plates and printed on paper, which could be trimmed, folded and put in a case
“the same as Travelling Maps”, but for more permanence, maps were
transferred onto cloth.

Leather was always conscious of the need to find cost-efficient solutions. The
relatively large number of shallow locks he proposed reduced the extent and
expense of the clay-lined embankment and cuttings required, although they
were the most expensive individual item in the canal budget. Boats entering
the canal would immediately meet the first lock at Cottingwith. The second
lock would be positioned near the junction of the Foss Beck (Blackfoss) and
The Beck, three miles away, followed by six more locks from Walbut to near
the proposed terminus at Street Bridge on the York-Hull turnpike.

Leather originally intended his bridges and locks to be constructed using
coarse-grained sandstone. From Bramley Fall quarries near Leeds, which
supplied many other major  engineering projects of the period, and which he
and his father had both selected for work on the Derwent,  but in the end he
recommended that the much cheaper local brick obtainable from the Newport
area of Walling Fen was of sufficient quality. Stone would be restricted to the
arches, quoins and copings. Leather also suggested reducing the number of
bridges required by providing   a broad turfed occupation road instead of a
narrow towpath, allowing landowners easy access to their fields from existing
roads and tracks. The number of occupation bridges was cut from the
suggested twelve to nine, all of them cheaper wooden swing bridges rather
than fixed masonry arches: swing bridges were also easier to navigate by
sailing vessels, reducing the delays incurred by lowering and raising masts.
With these and other savings Leather now estimated the cost from Cottingwith
to the York turnpike as £32,031 12s  of which £4140 was for the purchase of
land required. He allowed an additional £653 for the ninth lock if the proposed
Derwent lock did not go ahead.
Several public meetings were called in Pocklington to discuss Leathers
proposals, with many of those in favour of the proposed 1801 scheme
attending. With the defeated Napoleon exiled to Elba and peace with France,
there was new hope in the air and resolutions were quickly passed to form a
Pocklington Canal Company. At an August meeting held at the “Feathers
Hotel”, 65 people subscribed £20, 500 towards the canal’s construction,
reaching £29,000 by October, just £3031 12s  0d short of Leathers estimated
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Planning and Building the Pocklington Canal

Donations
The Chairman & the PCAS Committee wish to thank all the people who have given donations to

the Society.

Build cost.
A plan of the route was soon deposited in Parliament. It included the proposed
extension into Pocklington showing the land required for purchase and the
position of five locks (Leather’s original survey had only called for two), but
with an initial shortfall in funding, the extension was dropped with little fuss
and was not included in the final Act of Parliament which was passed on 5th
May 1815.

The new Canal was to consist of a 6ft deep channel, 28ft wide at the base,
widening to 44ft across the top, lined where necessary with puddled clay and
capable of taking vessels up to 57ft 6in by 14ft 3in, a little longer than those on
the Derwent, but shorter than those on the Market Weighton and Driffield
Canals, which could take larger keels more commonly used on the Humber
and the later northern navigations. To be Continued.
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In the last issue of “Double Nine” we featured Coates Lock and its restoration
to working order in the late 1980’s and 1990’s.
This time we take a look back at one of the canal’s other nine locks namely,
Top Lock. The lock was restored to operating condition in the 1970’s and 80’s,
although a boat has never passed through into the Canal Head basin.
Photographs from the Sheila Nix MBE archive collection.

Above: Both the top two pictures were taken in 1970 when PCAS was a mere
one year old. The lower picture was taken some seventeen years later in 1987
when the restoration of Top Lock was well underway.
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Above: Volunteers working on one of the Top Lock lower wing walls in 1977.
Below: We have featured Mervin Gray and his excavator before. Mervin
volunteered his machine to dredge in the basin in July 1980.
The machine was working from the warehouse bank .
Photographs Sheila Nix MBE archive collection.
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Both a small dumper and boat proved very useful tools during the restoration
work which was progressing well when both these pictures were taken in
1986.
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The restoration of Top Lock was ongoing in 1987. The top two photographs
were taken during the summer months, while in the lower picture the wintry
conditions did not deter PCAS volunteers from turning out.
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Above:The lock keeper’s house photographed in 1988 was once threatened
with demolition, but a campaign led by PCAS saved it. It is now privately
owned.  Below:An army of volunteers working on one of the wing walls in 1994.
Note the earth dam put in place in 1988 which was by now heavily overgrown.
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Above: The new top set of gates were installed and the lock sides were
landscaped during July 1994.
Below: British Waterways contractors removed the earth dams on the
15th July 1996.
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Above: Heavy equipment placed the steel piles below the low gates on the
31st May 2001.
Below: Water and silt being pumped out of the lock chamber on the
24th July 2001.
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PCAS Merchandise

PCAS Mugs five designs to choose from £4 each.

Head of Navigation
Plaques £7 each.

Bicentenary Plaques
£7 each.

Fridge Magnets £3 each Pin Badge  £3 eachCanal Head cards, large £1.50. Small £1 each.

Pocklington Canal
Guide

Our guidebook is now available.
This comprehensive guide has been
designed for use either during a stroll
along the towpath or resting on the
settee. Either way it holds much
information of interest on the history
and development of the canal and
even has a map in the middle. There
are navigation notes and useful
information regarding the different
stretches of the canal £5 each.

Please Note:
Postage and Packing must be added to all orders. For details please contact
the sales officer, Tim Charlson  07926 910717
email: tcharlson58@gmail.com
Most of the merchandise and books are available from the Canal Head
information Centre. Postal sales welcome.

 Anniversary Plaques £7 each.

Canal Head information Centre
Will be open between

April and October
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